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We are very pleased to announce that the assets and business of Command Arms 
Accessories LLC (CAA) have been purchased by EMA Tactical.  
We apologize for any inconvenience the liquidation process has caused you and we want 
to assure you, our loyal customers, that now more than ever, we have a powerful company 
manufacturing the leading products in the weapon accessories and parts industry.  We are 
here to support you in every way possible. Our goal is to make sure that you, our customer, 
receives the best products along with the best service you have come to expect from EMA 
Tactical and Command Arms Accessories. All CAA products are now available through EMA 
Tactical and Command Arms Accessories LLC. The reason we worked so hard this past 
year to get the CAA product line back is that our sister company in Israel, CAA Tactical,  
designed all of the CAA products and is the manufacturer and worldwide distributor.  
Our owners, designers and engineers are intimately familiar with every product and we 
constantly work to improve them. As always, we stand behind them with an unconditional 
lifetime warranty. All of our products are made by designers and engineers trained in 
weapons and accessory design. We reach out to elite military units and law enforcement 
agencies with prototypes for testing and their input further refines the designs. The final 
product combines the dreams of a designer, with the toughest real world users to deliver 
to you, our customers,  products you can stake your life on.  Our unique and innovative 
products are the fruits of these efforts by our designers, engineers and real world users.

Our mission remains the same, to provide you with the most innovative parts and 
accessories that function under the most demanding situations.  Our worldwide network of 
friendly, expert team members stands behind you and our products.

As you read through this catalog you will see our newest products including the New Drop 
In Gas Piston System, Flip Up sights and the newest models for the RONI Pistol Carbine 
conversion. Your CAA and EMA Tactical favorites are here too, still made in Israel from the 
highest quality materials with workmanship you can trust.

Thank you for your support.

All specifications subject to change.

COMPANY profile:

1208 Branagan Drive
Tullytown PA, 19007

www.commandarms.com • www.ematactical.com
P:215.949.9944  • F: 215.949.9191

Toll Free: 1-866-611-9576
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NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2011
215-949-9944 / www.ematactical.com

RONI G1 Civilian Model
RONICG1

AR15 DROP IN Gas 
piston conversion
PS16

The RONI Pistol carbine conversion is now available in a civilian legal 
model featuring a 16” barrel. Includes a muzzle shroud and threaded 
barrel. Includes all the great features of the RONI without the NFA 
paperwork.  More models coming soon.

Increase the reliability of your AR15 with our Drop In Gas Piston conversion kit. Your AR will run cooler 
and be cleaner when you utilize our Gas Piston kit. This system lets you update your AR15 to take 
advantage of reliability offered on the latest AR models.  Because the gas no longer vents into the 
receiver, there is less fouling and carbon buildup so your AR will requires less frequent cleaning. Lower 
operating temperatures result in less wear on the bolt carrier and receiver. The gas piston system also 
reduces felt recoil for more accurate follow up shots.  Straight line design increases reliability. Designed 
so the piston spring is easy to change. Carrier and lug are machined from a single piece of hard chromed 
4140 steel improving reliability and eliminating breakage that can occur from modified carrier systems. 
Kit contains everything necessary for the conversion including a  black oxidized steel piston tube, 
handguard retaining cap, piston and a gas block.  Includes a super stable and strong polymer handguard 
with CAA’s exclusive removable rail system. Fits rifles with a carbine length gas system and a .750” O.D. 
barrel. While only one pin removal is required to install our gas piston conversion, gunsmith installation 
may be preferred. No permanent alteration to rifle barrel or upper receiver. System can be easily removed 
to reinstall original parts.



Pistol Carbine conversion kit

All NFA Rules Apply.  Fiscally responsible, Designed for Special Forces  and SWAT                                                     
units, perfect for Motorcycle Officers and SRO.  Contact us regarding Departmental T&E Program.

Made Of: Polymer & Aluminum
Weight (oz.): 55.36 oz.

Max Length (in.): 21.75”
Minimum Length (in.): 18”
Height (in.): 6.25”

Fits: the Glock 17,18,19, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 31, 
32, 34 & 35.  Beretta PX4 Storm, Springfield XD, 
Beretta M9, Sig Sauer 226, 226 Elite & 2022, 
Bersa 9mm.  Jericho, Glock 21, Beretta 92, H&K 
USP, S&W M&P, FN 5-7 and more.

Installs in 6 Seconds!

No Pistol Disassembly Required

A

B

PISTOL CARBINE CONVERSION KIT
215-949-9944 / www.ematactical.com

Increased accuracy to 80 yards and beyond.
Converts to an accurate carbine in 6 seconds without pistol                           
disassembly or modification.
No need to carry both rifle and pistol ammunition.
Full length 9.4” aluminum top rail.
Two 2.25” aluminum side rails.
A fourth Picatinny rail under the barrel extension.
Hinged polymer and aluminum carbine frame.
Assembly is secured with two locking pins.
5 position collapsible stock, adjustable cheekpiece.
Spare magazine holder on collapsible stock.
Barrel shroud can be removed from the stock  
and replaced with a 1.3 diameter supressor.
Two position folding forward grip.
Optional brass catcher.
Optional magnetic vehicle mount.
Color: Black Green Khaki

See the RONI in action on our website!

267.803.1518 / www.commandarms.com
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ACCURACY:
	 • RONI Pistol Carbine Conversion allows you to realize the accuracy inherent in the 
              pistol. Targets can be engaged at 50 yards and beyond. 
 • The RONI shoulder stock design provides the stability to significantly improve 
              accuracy and shooting distance. User accuracy is also increased because the sight line 
              and rail height are above the barrel. The weight and design of the RONI significantly 
              reduces recoil and eliminates muzzle jump contributing to increased accuracy.

FISCALLY RESPONSIBLE & ECONOMICAL:
Designed for the Special Forces operator, The RONI has found favor with SWAT, Motorcycle, School 
Resource Officers and Security Details. Using the RONI, only one weapon is required for both close 
quarters and mid range engagements. No more duplicating weapons, ammunition and magazines.  The 
operator carries less weight.  In utilizing one weapon system, logistics are streamlined, saving time and 
money by not having to stock replacement parts, magazines, ammunition and gunsmithing for two weapon 
systems. Now, one weapon serves multiple applications. Because the RONI uses  pistol caliber and not 
rifle caliber ammunition, there is much less chance of penetration thru walls causing collateral damage. 
The RONI converts your sidearm from a tertiary weapon into a primary weapon.  The RONI is priced much 
less than a SMG.  Training with one weapon system saves time and money and more importantly, allows 
the operator to develop the singular neuro-muscular coordination needed in high stress situations.

TRANSFORMATION:
	 • A pistol can be installed in the RONI in 5 seconds. No pistol disassembly or gunsmithing
              is required for installation in the RONI.
	 • Repeatable zero is maintained when reinserting the pistol into the RONI. The RONI
              holds the pistol at three points, around the trigger guard, at the tang of the back strap, 
              and at the under barrel rail mount.
	 • Slide operation is controlled by a cocking handle friction fitted to the slide serrations.
	 • RONI’s large ambidextrous cocking handles makes charging the weapon easier for any size 
               operator and allows quicker clearing of jams.
 • Jams are cleared exactly the same way as when shooting the pistol by itself. All 
    necessary parts are accessible. 

DESIGN FEATURES:
	 • Polymer body with a full length reinforced aluminum spine provides the strength, rigidity &  
    durability needed while reducing carrying weight for the operator.
 • Ergonomic design is comfortable and user friendly. Featuring an adjustable cheek rest, 
               collapsible butt stock and folding grip.
	 • Ambidextrous design of the front and rear sling mounts, charging handle and side rails allow for
               comfortable use by both left and right handed operators.
	 • Muzzle shroud includes an integral glass breaker.
 
BUTT STOCK FEATURES:
	 • RONI’s butt stock with 5 position length of pull adjustment provides a comfortable fit with or
               without body armor.
	 • RONI’s adjustable cheek rest is removable, providing a perfect sight picture when using low
               profile sights.
	 • RONI’s butt stock features a secure extra magazine mount positioned where it reduces
               reloading time but doesn’t interfere with shooting.
	 • RONI can be operated with the butt stock in the closed position.

roni features & advantages
215.949.9944 / www.ematactical.com



roni features & advantages
1-866-611-9576 / www.commandarms.com

roni features & advantages

RAIL FEATURES:
	 • RONI’s 9.25” one piece upper aluminum rail is long enough to accommodate a number of
               different sights, including a red dot + night vision or red dot + flip up sights.
	 • RONI’s two 2.5” aluminum side rails allow the attachment of other devices including flashlights, 
               lasers, etc.
	 • RONI’s 2 1/8” lower polymer rail provides mounting for forward a grip.
	 • RONI’s top and side rails are CNC manufactured from aviation grade aluminum providing a solid
               platform for repeatable zero mounts.

SAFETY FEATURES:
 • RONI includes a trigger guard to protect the trigger for pistols without a conventional 
              safety devise.  
 • RONI has a forward finger guard to protect the forefinger from the barrel shroud. 

VERSATILITY:
	 • The RONI can be used with the forward grip in a vertical or horizontal position.
	 • The RONI design allows the use of different model pistols from the same manufacturer 
              in the same RONI body.  RONI’s design allows for accurate single handed shooting  
              from either hand.  
	 • RONI’s unique design enables the user to “accurately point and shoot” because the 
              barrel is significantly lower than the sight picture.  RONI’s totally balanced design 
              eliminates weapon recoil, improving accuracy and reducing target reacquisition time. 
              Increased accuracy reduces training time. 
  • RONI’s imposing, futuristic, stylized design provides a much more deterring profile than 
              a pistol alone.

DIMENSIONS:
	 • RONI G1 weight: 3.22 lbs Overall length: 18.5” (stock closed) 21.75” (stock extended) Height: 7.5” 
               (forward grip in vertical position) Width: 3”.
	 • RONI with a Glock 17 at 4.62 lbs is almost 30% lighter than the H&K MP5/10 SMG at 6.23 lbs.  
 •	RONI is much more concealable because it doesn’t have the MP5 forward banana clip and
               because of its size.

OPTIONS:
	 • Three color options: Black, Green and Desert Tan.
	 • Optional hinged brass catcher with magnetic release provides easy access to the ejection port. 
               Velcro bag closure quickly empties the spent cases.
	 • Optional secure magnetic vehicle mount allows for quick removal from the vehicle.
	 • RONI accepts sound suppressors up to 1.375” diameter.
	 • In the USA, All NFA Rules Apply

 Watch the RONI in action 
 online @:
 www.commandarms.com
 www.ematactical.com
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RONI features & Accessories
215.949.9944 / www.ematactical.com

Detachable folding forearm grip.
Two aluminum Picatinny rails for additional light/laser mount.

FFS / FRS - Front & Rear Flip Up Sights

5 position buttstock adjusts for length of pull.
Cheek rest adjusts for height.
Spare magazine holder.

OPS / OPS1 - One Point Slings
PBSS - Push Button Sling Swivel.

RBCG1  / RBCF - Optional Brass Catcher Accepts supressors - up to 1.39” diameter.
PLS1 / PLS34 - Low profile offset polymer light mounts.
PLS1Q / PLS34Q -  Quick detach polymer light mounts.
AL1 / AL34 / AL134 - Offset aluminum light mounts.



RONI features & Accessories

OPS / OPS1 - One Point Slings
PBSS - Push Button Sling Swivel.

Part #: XRS6 (X6)
Fits: AR15/M4 
Number Of Rails: 6 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 11.125 
Width (in.): 2” 

Length (in.): 9.5” 
Height (in.): 3”
  

Four 6.25” fixed MIL-STD 1913 rails - provide a solid platform  
for mounting accessories.

Two 2.25” fixed MIL-STD 1913 front sight mini rails - allow  
mounting of lights/lasers. 

No gunsmithing required.

Color: Black 

The ultimate rail system for the M4 providing maximum accuracy & stabil-
ity during the toughest workout of your weapon.  Mounts to front site so 
as the barrel heats up and moves the X6 moves with it, holding zero better 
than any other rail system.

xRS6

6 picatinny aluminum RAIL 
hand guard system

XRS6

Part #: XRS6FR1 (X6X) 
Fits: AR15/M4 
Number Of Rails: 7

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 12.4 
Width (in.): 2” 

Length (in.): 12.25” 
Height (in.): 3”  

xRS6FR1
All the features of the XRS6FR1 + 7th forward rail.
7th rail is adjustable in height and ensures maximum  
accuracy while using a laser sight (maintaining zero).
Color: Black

XRS6FR1

XRS6LFR1

RAIL SYSTEMS / AR15 / M16
1-866-611-9576 / www.COMMANDARMS.com

M4S1
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Accepts supressors - up to 1.39” diameter.
PLS1 / PLS34 - Low profile offset polymer light mounts.
PLS1Q / PLS34Q -  Quick detach polymer light mounts.
AL1 / AL34 / AL134 - Offset aluminum light mounts.

Part #: XRS6LFR1 (X6L)
Fits: M16/A2 
Number Of Rails: 6 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 19.25 
Width (in.): 2.0“

Length (in.): 14.75” 
Height (in.): 3”  

xRS6L
Two 8.5” fixed MIL-STD 1913 side rails + two 10” upper and lower 
rails.

Two 2.25” fixed MIL-STD 1913 front sight mini rails - allow  
mounting of lights/lasers. 

No gunsmithing required.

Color: Black 

xrs6lfr1

Part #: XRS6LFR1 
Fits: M16/A2
Number Of Rails: 7 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 20.5 
Width Max (in.): 2” 

Length (in.): 17.7” 
Height (in.):  3”  

BlackColor:

All the features of the X6L + 7th forward rail.
7th rail is adjustable in height and ensures maximum  
accuracy while using a laser sight (maintaining zero).

XRS6LFR1

m4s1

3 changeable picatinny 
hand guard system

New polymer rail system features detachable side and bottom rails. 
Two sizes of rails are included. Configure the handguard for your 
specific mission.

2” and 4” rails available for additional mounting space.

Optional aluminum top rail is the same height as flat top rail.

Ambidextrous sling swivel mounts included. 

No gunsmithing required.

Color: Black 

Aluminum 6 rail system replaces 12” rifle length handguards.

New Product



Aluminum mount attaches to flat top receiver and offers a 1” 
raised optics platform allowing sight over the fixed front sight. 

FTRM
FLat top riser mount

Securely mounts with two thumbnuts and slide plate.

Compatible with STANAG, Picatinny and Weaver rails.

Rail measures 5.625”.

Colors: Black

Aluminum carry handle for flat top receivers. 

AR15 REMOVABLE CARRY
HANDLE

CH

Part #: CH  
Fits: M16/AR15 Flat top

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 9.34 

Length (in.): 6.88” 
Height (in.): 1.96” 
Width (in.) 1.96”

Adjustable rear sight; windage and elevation clicks.

Long range sight adjustment.

High quality locking plate.

Thumbnuts provide superior retention.

Color: Black

Affordable Imports _AR15 RemovAble cARRy hAndles

Aluminum mount allows the addition of an optic/red dot sight to handle.

Carry handle mounted rail

CHM

Securely mounts inside carry handle groove with thumbnut.

See through design allows use of iron sights.

Rail measures 5.25” & weighs 2.24 oz.

Color: Black

Aluminum mount allows the addition of an optic or red dot sight to the carry handle on  
two levels. Incorporates two adjustable mini side rails for the addition of a light & laser. 

Carry handle mounted rail
with forward rail

CHMf

Securely mounts inside carry handle groove with thumbnut.

See through design allows use of iron sights.

Upper rail 5.5”. Lower rail 4.5”. Side rails 1.75”.

Colors: Black

Part #: CHMF  
Fits: M16/AR15 on carry handle

Number Of Rails: 4 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 7.76 
Width (in.): 1.37” 

Length (in.): 11.22” 
Height (in.): 1.77”  

CHMCH

CHMF

FTRM

Part #: FTRM  
Fits: M16/AR15 flat top

Number Of Rails: 1 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 2.46 
Width (in.): .86” 

Length (in.): 5.31” 
Height (in.): 1.37”  

Made In China

Part #: CHM      Fits: M16/AR15 carry handle

Length (in.): 5.25”     Weight (oz.): 2.24
Made Of: Aluminum     Number Of Rails: 1
Width (in.): 0.75”          Height (in.): 1.25” 

xF16

mini forward quad picatinny 
hand guard rail system

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 8.0 
Width (in.): 1.75” 

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 1 
Width (in.): 1.125” 

Length (in.): 4.5” 
Height (in.): 2.5”  

Length (in.): 3.125” 
Height (in.): 1.75”  

Part #: XF16  
Fits: M16/AR15/M4 w/ A style front sight
Number Of Rails: 4

Part #: PRFCS 
Fits: M4 Style Collapsible Stock.
Number Of Rails: 1

Forward barrel, mini quad rail system.

Securely mounts to front sight.

Providing three 4” rails, and a 2.25” top rail.

Two mounting points for push button sling swivel.

Secures with 4 cap screws.  No Gunsmithing.

BlackColor:

XF16

Part #:#PRFCS Picatinny Rail for Collapsible Stocks
Part #:#PRFCSL Picatinny Rail for Collapsible Stocks (Left)
Part #:#PRFCS + ACP Picatinny Rail for Collapsible Stocks & Adjustable Cheekpiece
Part #:#PRFCSL + ACP Picatinny Rail for Collapsible Stocks & Adjustable Cheekpiece (Left)

PICATINNY RAIL FOR COLLAPSIBLE 
STOCK

PRFCS stocks.

Black

PRFCS

rail systems / AR15 / M16
215.949.9944 / www.ematactical.com

Add a Picatinny rail on your existing 
collapsible stock.
Installs instantly on most collapsible 
stocks.
Rugged glass reinforced polymer.
High density polymer construction.
2 1/4” Picatinny rail.
Fast & easy installation.  Available for 
left or right handed shooters.
Color:



RAIL SYSTEMS / AR15 / M16
1-866-611-9576 / www.commandarms.com

Part #:#PRFCS Picatinny Rail for Collapsible Stocks
Part #:#PRFCSL Picatinny Rail for Collapsible Stocks (Left)
Part #:#PRFCS + ACP Picatinny Rail for Collapsible Stocks & Adjustable Cheekpiece
Part #:#PRFCSL + ACP Picatinny Rail for Collapsible Stocks & Adjustable Cheekpiece (Left)

rail systems / AR15 / M16

OPTION 1 OPTION 2

Part #: TRM, TRM2, TRM3
Fits: M16/AR15/M4 
Number Of Rails: 1 - 3 

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 3 
Width (in.): 2.75” 

Length (in.): 3” 
Height (in.): 1.5”  

Triple rail Mounting system

TRM/trm2/trm3

Part #: FR1 (FL1) 
Number Of Rails: 1 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 1.3 

Overall Length (in.): 3.75” 
Width Overall (in.): 1.75”
Height: 1.5”

Black

forward barrel picatinny 
rail

FR1

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 4.2 
Width (in.): 1.5” 

Part #: XF3 (X3) 
Fits: M16/AR15 w/ A style front sights 
Number Of Rails: 3 

Overall Length (in.): 5.75” 
Height (in.): 1.5” 

Enables the secure mounting of light & laser devices  
on the front sight.

The 3rd rail, which is located above the barrel and 
has 7 positions to adjust for hieght.

Color:

Triple picatinny rail Mounts 
on AR15/M16 front sight

XF3

Black

TRM: 3” Center Picatinny Rail.
TRM2: Two 2.5” long 45º Picatinny Rails.
TRM3: Triple Rail System (TRM &TRM2 combined).

Versatile polymer triple rail mount system is available as a single  
3” Picatinny rail (TRM), two 2.5”, 45˚ Picatinny rails (TRM2), or  
combined to provide a triple rail mount (TRM3).

Allows easy light operation while using a vertical grip and light mount.

Rails can be used independently of each other.

45 ° rails will not interfere with iron sights and fits most standard handguards.

Mounts on most upper or lower standard handguards.

Constructed of high density polymer.

Color: Black Green Khaki

Part #: FSM15X (TPR15X)
Fits: M16/AR15/M4/ With A style front sight

Number Of Rails: 2 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 2.56 
Width Max (in.): 1.375”

Length (in.): 2.875”
Height (in.): 0.875” 

Length (in.): 2.875”
Height (in.): 0.875” 

Part #: FSM15P (TPR15P)
Fits: M16/AR15/M4/ With A style front sight

Number Of Rails: 2 

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 1.6 
Width (in.): 1.375”

FSM15

Part #: BLM15 (TM16FA1)
Fits: AR15/M16 with Bayonet Lug
Number Of Rails: 1 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 1.3
Width (in.): 0.81” 

Length (in.): 2.25” 
Height (in.): 1.75”  

Transforms the bayonet lug into a Picatinny rail section. 

Allows the addition of flashlight, laser & other mounts.

Color: Black

Bayonet mounted Picatinny 
rail

BLM15

Front sight mounted rails securely attach to AR15 style front sights. 

Black

Two rails for laser, light & other mounting applications.

Available in aluminum (#TPR15X) or polymer (TPR15P) models.

Aluminum model accepts Forward Barrel Rail (FL1) creating a  
three rail front sight system (X3). 

Color:

2.75” seven position Picatinny rail

Adjustable for height above barrel

CNC aluminum construction

Attaches to X6 handguards to create a 7 rail system

Attaches to TPR15X to create a 3 rail front sight system

Color:

Aluminum multi-position forward barrel rail. Easily mounts to X6, 
X6L and TPR15X forward of the front sight, enabling the user to 
mount a light or laser directly inline above the barrel. 

Dual picatinny rails Mount 
on AR15/M16 front sight

XF3

FL1

TPR15

TM16FA1

TRM

8
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TRM3



RAIL SYSTEMS / AK47
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The world’s first five rail system for the AK47/AK74.  
Five fixed rails, provide an exceptional design that allows 
numerous mission specific accessories, including bipods,  
vertical grips & large optics to be mounted.

Securely mounts to weapon effectively maintaining zero  
under the most demanding conditions.

Allows disassembling/assembling the AK body, while  
maintaining perfect zero. 

Rear rail is specifically designed for heavy optics.

Three piece modular system; can be used individually  
or in conjunction with each other.

Compatible with most AK style rifles.

Rail covers included.

Color: Black

Part #: XRS47 (X47)
Fits: AK47/74 
Number Of Rails: 5

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 15.36 
Width (in.): 2” 

Length (in.): 15” 
Height (in.): 3.625  

The full combination of all three parts (total of 5 rails) –  
provides the best solution for mounting grips, lights, lasers, 
pods, scopes, red point sights & other mounts.

Part #: XRS47B (BMX47)
Fits: AK47/74 
Number Of Rails: 3 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 6.4 
Width (in.): 1.25” 

Length (in.): 7”
Height (in.): 2.125” 

The lower piece (total of 3 rails) provides the solution for 
mounting grips, lights, lasers, pods & other mounts.  

Part #: XRS47BR (BMRX47)
Fits: AK47/74 
Number Of Rails: 4 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 10.88 
Width (in.): 2” 

Length (in.): 13.25” 
Height (in.): 3.675”  

The combination of the lower & top parts is providing total 
of 4 rails for mounting grips, lights, lasers, pods, scopes,  
red point sights & other mounts.

Part #: XRS47BT (BMFX47)
Fits: AK47/74 
Number Of Rails: 4

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 9.92 
Width (in.): 1.75

Rail Lengths:

Length (in.): 9” 
Height (in.): 3.675”  

Combination of the lower & front pieces – providing total of 4 rails 
for grips, lights, lasers, pods, red point sights & other mounts.

xRS47

xRS47

XRS47BT

XRS47B

XRS47BR

picatinny hand guard rail 
system

5 picatinny hand guard rail 
system

4 picatinny hand guard rail 
system

3 picatinny hand guard rail 
system

4 picatinny hand guard 
rail system

XRS47

XRS47BT XRS47BR

XRS47B

Bottom: 4.5”
Right Side: 4.125”
Left Side: 2.5”

Top Front: 5.875”
Top Rear: 5.75”



RAIL SYSTEMS / AK47 RAIL SYSTEMS / AK47
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Part #: RS47SET
Fits: AK47/74 
Number Of Rails: 4

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): .8
Width (in.): 2” 

Length (in.): 6.5” 
Height (in.): 3.25”  
Rail Lengths Below

Two full length upper & lower Picatinny rails -  
excellent mounting positions for optics, bipods & grips.

Skeletonized design for light weight & cooling.

Two 3” mini side rails are ideal for mounting light/laser devices. 

Available as a complete set (#RS47SET) or separately (#RS47T & RS47B). 

Constructed of high density polymer for strength  
& heat resistance.

Compatible with most AK style rifles.

Color: Black Green Khaki

Polymer two piece handguard, provides a rigid lightweight  
platform to mount Picatinny accessories. 

rs47set

picatinny hand guard rail 
system for ak47

RS47SET

RS47T
Part #: RS47T
Fits: AK47/74 
Number Of Rails: 1

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 1.6
Width (in.): 1.25” 

Length (in.): 4.75” 
Height (in.): 1.5”  
Top rail:  4.75”

upper handguard

RS47T

RS47B
Part #: RS47B
Fits: AK47/74 
Number Of Rails: 3

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 6.72 
Width Max (in.): 2.5” 

Length (in.): 5.375” 
Height (in.): 1.75”  
Bottom rail (in.): 4.5”
Side rail (in.): 3”

Lower Handguard 

RS47B
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RAIL SYSTEMS / AR15 / GALIL / SA58
215.949.9944 / www.ematactical.com

4 Picatinny Hand Guard 
Rail System

RS58SET

2 full length 4” upper & 5” lower Picatinny rails.

Excellent mounting positions for optics, bipods and grips.

Two 2” side rails are ideal for mounting light/laser devices.

Constructed of polymer for strength and heat resistance.

Color:

Polymer two piece handguard for the SA58.  
Provides a rigid lightweight Picatinny platform.

Part #: RS58SET (RS85SET)
Fits: AK47/74 
Number Of Rails: 4

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 7 
Width (in.): 2.5”

Length (in.): 6.75” 
Height (in.): 2.875”  

4 Picatinny hand guard 
rail system 

XGS

2 full length upper & lower Picatinny rails.

Excellent mounting positions for optics, bipods and grips.

Two side rails are ideal for mounting light/laser devices.

Thermal rail covers included.

Color:

Four aluminum Picatinny rail handguard for the Galil Sniper. Provides  
a rigid lightweight accessory platform & excellent mounting positions.

Part #: XGS
Fits: Galil 
Number Of Rails: 4

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 16.93 
Width (in.): 2.125”

Length (in.): 14.125” 
Height (in.): 2.91”  

XGS

RS58

Micro galil front sight 
rails

FSM17
Aluinum front sight mounted rail.

Securely attaches to Micro Galil sight.

Provides two rails for laser and light  
equipment to be mounted

Color:

Part #: FSM17 (TPR17)
Fits: Micro Galil 
Number Of Rails: 2

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 2.24 
Width (in.): 1.875”

Length (in.): 1.75” 
Height (in.): 1.25”  

FSM17

Part #: SR
Fits: M16/AR15/M4 
Number Of Rails: 1 

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 0.64 
Width (in.): 0.8125” 

Length (in.): 1.5” 
Height (in.): 0.375”  

Picatinny rail for ar15 
hand guard - 1.5in

SR
SR

Attach a light or laser to your factory handguard  
using this mini Picatinny rail attachment. 

Fits most handguards. Screws into existing ventholes on handguard.

1.5” rail is ideal for light or laser mounts.

Constructed of High density polymer.

Fast and easy installation.

Color: 

Single Picatinny rail screws into existing vent  
holes on the handguard.

Fits most handguards.

Excellent for mounting lasers, flashlights,  
vertical grips, pods & more.

Color:  

Part #: PR
Fits: M16/AR15/M4 
Number Of Rails: 1 

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 1.6 
Width (in.): 0.8125” 

Length (in,): 5.675” 
Height (in.): 0.375” 

It is simple to mount a Picatinny rail on your  
original M16 Carbine/rifle handguard.  

picatinny rail for ar15 
hand guard - 5.675in

PR

PR

4 Picatinny hand guard 
rail system 

2 full length upper & lower Picatinny rails.

Excellent mounting positions for optics, bipods and grips.

Two mini side rails are ideal for mounting light/laser devices.

Constructed of polymer for strength and heat resistance.

Color:

Polymer two piece handguard for the Galil. Provides a  
rigid lightweight Picatinny platform.

Part #: GRS
Fits: Galil 
Number Of Rails: 4

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 9.6 
Width (in.): 2.675”

Length (in.): 6.25” 
Height (in.): 3.25”  

GRS

GRS

Black Green Khaki

Black Green Khaki

Black
Black

Black

Black Green Khaki
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G3X3

Part #: G3X3 (XG3)
Fits: H&K G3

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 17.77 

Length (in.): 11.61” 
Height (in.): 1.8” 
Width (in.): 1.7” 

G3X3

Picatinny hand guard rail 
system

Three Picatinny rails surround the barrel for secure & stable fit.

Exceptional design allows numerous accessories

Excellent for grips, pods, lights , lasers and other mounts. 

To fit reflex sight, it is recommended to add TR5.

Colors:

Aluminum 3 rail handguard for the H&K G3 designed  
and manufactured for a secure and stable fit.

G3X3

The ultimate rail system for the MP5. Front-sight mounting  
feature, manitains constant zero - even during extreme use.

Part #: HX5 (X5) 
Fits: MP5
Number Of Rails: 5 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 9.9 
Width (in.): 1.8” 

Length (in.): 8.25”
Height (in.): 3.375” 

Attach forearm grips, lights, lasers & other mounts.

2 piece construction attaches with screws to give 100% secure fit.

Color:

Picatinny hand guard 
rail System

hX5

HX5

X5

Part #: X36K
Fits: H&K G36K

Made Of: Aluminum
Weight (oz.): 11.52 

Length Max (in.): 10.62” 
Height Max (in.): 3.125”  

X36K / X36C 

Picatinny hand guard rails 
system 

Four Picatinny rails surround the barrel for secure & stable fit.

Exceptional design allows numerous accessories

Excellent for grips, pods, lights , lasers and other mounts. 

To fit reflex sight, it is recommended to add TR5.

Colors:

Aluminum four rail handguard for the H&K G36 designed  
and manufactured for a secure and stable fit.

X36K

X36C

X36K
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Black

Black
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Replace original handguard with our aluminum 3 Picatinny rail system.

Part #: HX3 
Fits: MP5
Number Of Rails: 3 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 8.89
Width (in.): 2.12” 

Length (in.): 5.5”
Height (in.): 1.69”  

Designed & manufactured for a 100% secure fit.

Provides a stable mounting platform for Picatinny accessories.

Side rails - ideal for mounting light/laser devices (Remove-
able). 

Lower rail - ideal for forearm grips. 

Color: Black

Picatinny hand guard 
rail System

HX3

HX3

HX3

Part #: HX3K 
Fits: MP5-K
Number Of Rails: 3 

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 5.29 
Width (in.): 2.67” 

Length (in.): 3.38”
Height (in.): 1.81”  

Secure fit. 

Stable mounting platform.

Lower rail - ideal for mounting grips & other mounts. 

Side rails - ideal for mounting light/laser devices (Removeable). 

Color: Black

MP5-K Triple Picatinny 
rail Handguard
HX3K

HX3K

Part #: HX3SD 
Fits: MP5-SD
Number Of Rails: 3 

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 10.58 
Width (in.): 2.67” 

Length (in.): 7.08”
Height (in.): 2.55”  

Provides a rigid lightweight Picatinny platform.

Full length lower rail - ideal for mounting grips & other mounts. 

Two side rails - ideal for mounting light/laser devices. 

Color: Black

MP5-sd Triple Picatinny 
rail Handguard

HX3SD

HX3SD

Replace the original MP5 handguard with our 
aluminum single Picatinny handguard rail system.

Part #: HX1 (X1) 
Fits: MP5
Number Of Rails: 1 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 8 
Width (in.): 1.6” 

Length (in.): 5.5”
Height (in.): 1.6”  

Screw mounting provides a 100% secure fit.

Single bottom 3.25” rail provides a stable mounting platform  
for Picatinny accessories.

Side indentation on side for mounting pressure switch. 

Color: Black

Picatinny hand guard rail 
System

hX1

HX1

HX1
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Tight top mount Picatinny rail - ideal for red-point sights.

Part #: TR5 
Fits: MP5
Number Of Rails: 1 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 1.76 
Width (in.): 1.57” 

Length (in.): 4.09”
Height (in.): .9”  

Strongly secures to the top of the weapon.

Works well with #X5, #HX3, #HX1, #TPR5, #HX3K & #HX3SD .

Color: Black

Top Picatinny rail

TR5
TR5

TR5

Front Sight mounted Picatinny rail - ideal for red-point sights.

Part #: FSM5 (TPR5 )
Fits: MP5
Number Of Rails: 2 

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 2.64 
Width (in.): 4.4” 

Length (in.): .82”
Height (in.): .82”  

Provides tow 2.5” rails for lights, lasers & other 
mounts.

Works well with #X5, #HX3, #HX1, #TP5 & #HX3 .

Color:

Picatinny side by side 
rail

FSM5 FSM5

12 gauge shotgun shell 
holder

SSM
Shotgun shell holder clamps onto any Picatinny rail allowing the 
operator quick access to five extra shells, reducing reload time.

Ideal for use with CBS collapsible stock.

Belt mountable using RCB1 / RCB2 belt clip.

High density polymer construction.

Push button release.

Color:

SSM

Part #: SSM
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 1.5 

Length (in.): 4.675” 
Height (in.): 1.75”  
Width (in.): 1.25”

Black

UPR

sling swivel stud 
rail attachment

UPR
Replaces sling swivel stud with Picatinny rail on your rifle or 
shotgun. Securely mount a light / laser or bipod. 

CNC machined aviation grade aluminum.

Color:

Part #: UPR
Fits: Shotgun/Rifle w/ sling swivel stud

Made Of: Aluminum
Weight (oz.): .96 

Length (in.): 2.5” 
Height (in.): .56”  
Width (in.): .8125” 

HGA1

barrel mounted shotgun 
rail
HGa1
Aluminum 1.75” Picatinny rail fits plain or vent rib shotgun barrels 
up to 12 gauge, allowing mounting of light / laser equipment. 

Part #: HGA1
Fits: Rifles & Shotguns

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 1

Length (in.): 1.88”
Height (in.): 1.53” 
Width (in.): .90”

Secure stable fit ensures accuracy of mounted item.            Easy to fit and remove.

Color:                CNC machined aviation

      

Black
grade aluminum.

Plain barrel 
shotgun rail

SGR1
Aluminum 2” Picatinny rail fits plain barrel sizes up to 12 
gauge, allowing mounting of light / laser equipment.

SGR1

Black

Part #: SGR1
Fits: Rifles & Shotguns

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 1.41

Length (in.): 2.24”
Height (in.): 1.18” 
Width (in.): 1.29”

Secure fit ensures accuracy of mounted item.   Easy to fit and remove.

CNC machined aviation grade aluminum.    Can also fit rifle and

Color:
AR15 type barrels.

Black

Black
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AK47 tubes

ak47 6 position collapsible 
Tubes

Six position collapsible tube with storage for AK47. 

MARS#: AK47 Milled Receiver Sharp Shooting Stock.
MARSNL#: AK47 Milled Receiver Sharp Shooting Stock (No Leg).
SARS#: AK47 Stamped Receiver Sharp Shooting Stock.
SARSNL#: AK47 Stamped Receiver Sharp Shooting Stock (No Leg).

AK47 SHARP SHOOTING STOCK

MARS / SARS
Specifically engineered for the Designated Marksman. The MARS / SARS stock allows the user to provide 
enhanced rapid accurate fire. Shorter length specifically designed for collapsible tubes. Available for 
milled and stamped receivers.

10 Position push button adjustable length of pull of stock.

New push button controlled fully adjustable cheek rest for height & eye relief with optics.

Vertically adjustable rubber butt pad.

Quick release push button leg extension with fine height adjustment ring. 

Leg locks in 3 positions: 0˚, 45˚, and 90˚.

2 quick release sling mount points.

Color: Black Green Khaki

AK47 COLLAPSIBLE BUTTSTOCK

ACAKC / CAKC
Upgrade your AK47 buttstock to our innovative, six-position collapsible stock. 

AKTS + CBS#:      AK47 Collapsible Stock with Aluminum Tube for Stamped Receiver
AKTM+CBS#:       AK47 Collapsible Stock with Aluminum Tube for Milled Receiver
AKFUSA + CBS#: AK47 Collapsible Stock with Aluminum Tube for Underfolding Stock
CAKC#:            AK47 Collapsible Stock with Polymer Tube for Stamped Receiver
CAKC6M#:            AK47 Collapsible Stock with Polymer Tube for Milled Receiver

Side snap-tight latch compartment provides 
storage for 4 CR123 batteries.

Side Picatinny rail allows addition of                 
Adjustable Cheek Piece (ACP).

Rubber non-slip buttpad with tapered angle, 
allows faster shouldering and increased. 

Comfort with body armor.

Provides longer length of pull than standard AK 
stock.

2 ultrasonically welded metal quick release sling 
mount points.

Available for milled, stamped and underfolding 
receivers.

Buffer tubes provide sealed storage area for a 
cleaning kit or small items.

Stock angle is higher, flatter for higher cheek 
weld.

Color: Black Green Khaki

AKTM + CBS

AKTS + CBS

AKTMP + CBS

AKTSP + CBS

AKUFSA#:  6 Position Aluminum 
Tube for AK47 Underfolding 
Stock.

AKTM#:  6 Position Aluminum 
Tube for AK47 Stamped 
Receiver.

AKTMP#:  6 Position Polymer Tube 
for AK47 Stamped Receiver.

AKTS#:  6 Position Aluminum Tube 
for AK47 Milled Receiver.

AKTSP#:  6 Position Polymer Tube 
for AK47 Milled Receiver.

MARS

Allows installation of M4 carbine style collapsible stocks.

Aluminum models features internal sealed storage for cleaning kit or 
small items.

Available in aluminum or polymer.

Provides longer length of pull than standard AK stock.

Stock angle is higher, flatter for higher cheek weld.

All models have ambidexterous sling mounts except underfolding model

Color: Black

AKUFSA + CBS
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ADVANCED SNIPER STOCK
SRS
The result of years of research and development. Designed in conjunction with special units 
of the IDF (Israel Defense Force) this sniper stock is ideally suited to meet the demands of the 
precision marksman community. Proven to provide rapid target acquisition, faster and more 
accurate follow up shots, and quicker target-to-target attainment. Completely adjustable, 
featuring a rear-folding leg that converts a rifle with a bipod into a stable shooting platform. Pat 
pending.

SRS#: Sniper Stock
SRSNL#: Sniper Stock (No Leg)
AR30SA#: Sniper Stock Adaptor for Armalite AR30

10 Position push button adjustable length of pull of stock.

New push button controlled fully adjustable cheek rest for height & eye relief with optics.

Vertically adjustable rubber butt pad.

Quick release push button leg extension with fine height adjustment ring. 

Leg locks in 3 positions: 0˚, 45˚, and 90˚.

2 quick release sling mount points.

Color: Black Green Khaki

SRS

COLLAPSIBLE BUTTSTOCK

CBS
Upgrade your standard collapsible buttstock with our innovative, six-position collapsible 
stock. 

CBS#: Collapsible Stock
CBSM#: Collapsible Stock for MIL-SPEC Tubes
CBST#: Collapsible Stock w/ Tube Assembly
CBS + ACP#:   Collapsible Buttstock & Adjustable 
 Cheekpiece  

Ambidextrous side snap-tight latch compartment provides storage for 4 CR123 batteries.

Side Picatinny rail allows addition of Adjustable Cheek Piece (ACP) or Mag Holder (MPS).

Rubber non-slip buttpad with tapered angle, allows faster shouldering and increased comfort 
with body armor.

2 ultrasonically welded metal quick release sling mount points.

Available with tube assembly: Receiver extension, recoil buffer/spring assembly, locking 
ring, and receiver plate.

Color: Black Green Khaki

ARS#: Sharp Shooting Stock
ARSNL#: Sharp Shooting Stock (No Leg)

10 Position push button adjustable length of pull of stock.

New push button controlled fully adjustable cheek rest for height & eye relief with optics.

Vertically adjustable rubber butt pad.

Quick release push button leg extension with fine height adjustment ring. 

Leg locks in 3 positions: 0˚, 45˚, and 90˚.

2 quick release sling mount points.    Color: Black Green Khaki

ARS

SHARP SHOOTING STOCK
ARS
Specifically engineered for the Designated Marksman. The ARS allows the user to provide enhanced 
rapid accurate fire. Shorter length specifically designed for M4 carbine and similar collapsible tubes.

BUTTSTOCKS / ar15 / m16
1-866-611-9576 / www.COMMANDARMS.com
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Model Weight Length of 
Pull

Horizontal 
Adj. 

Vertical 
Cheek Adj. 

Vertical Butt 
Plate Adj. Leg Length

SRS 2.05 lb 11-14.5 in 2.25 in 1.5 in 2.25 in 3.5-7.25 in

ARS 1.95 lb 9-11.5 in 2.25 in 1.5 in 2.25 in 3.5-7.25 in

Part #: CBS 
Fits:  AR15 / M16  Collapsible Stocks.
Number Of Rails: 1

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 12.1 
Width (in.): 1.875” 

Length (in.): 7.5”
Height (in.): 5.25”  
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cheekpieces

Black Green Khaki

Installs instantly on most collapsible stocks. 

Made of rugged glass reinforced polymer  
to withstand harsh tactical conditions.

No tools required, snaps into place. 

Fitted collapsible style stocks with fins.

Color:

Raises eye level for proper alignment of optics. 

Part #: CP1
Fits: AR15/M16 stocks

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 1.875 

Length (in.): 3.8” 
Height (in.): 2.12”  

CP1

CHEEkREST FOR MOST
COLLAPSIBLE stock .7in Rise

CP1

Part #: CP         Fits: M16 stocks

CP

Set of 2 cheekpieces 
(CP1 & CP2)

Raises eye level for proper alignment of sights & optics. 

Part #: CP2
Fits: M16 stocks

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 1.875 

Length (in.): 5”
Height (in.): 2.5”
Width (in.): 1.875”
  

CP2

CHEEkREST FOR MOST COLLAPSIBLE 
stock 1.25in Rise

CP2

ADJUSTABLE CHEEK PIECE
ACP
Fully adjustable cheek piece designed to mount on the CBS collapsible stock’s Picatinny rail. 
Pat pending.

Adjustable for height with thumb knob 

Allows proper eye relief of scoped rifles by 
moving horizontally along Picatinny rail

Totally ambidextrous

Color:

Manufactured from durable polymer with 
smooth finish

Compatible with all AR15 carbine style 
buttstocks with PRFCS ( See pg 7 ) & CBS.

Black Green Khaki

ACP

COLLAPSIBLE STOCK SADDLE

SST1 / SST2 
Stock Saddle provides a proper cheek weld for AR15 and similar collapsible stocks at an 
affordable price.  Easily installs onto M4 style stocks.

SST1#:  Collapsible Stock Saddle
SST2#:  Collapsible Stock Saddle (Rubberized coating)
SST3#:  Collapsible Stock Saddle w/ top sling mount cutout

SST1 / SST2

A proper cheek weld allows for quicker 
target acquisition and comfort.

Securely attaches to most collapsible 
stocks with supplied hardware.

Made from lightweight, fiberglass 
reinforced polymer for strength & 
functionability.

 

Waterproof, sealed battery compartments 
hold four AA, six CR123 batteries, or    
.223 cleaning kit.

Rubberized model adds a rubberized 
coating for increased comfort and control.

Color: Black Green Khaki

Part #: SST1 
Fits: AR15 / M4 Style 
Stocks

Made Of: Polymer/Fiberglass
Weight (oz.): 2.3 
Width (in.): 2.625” 

Length (in.): 5.5”
Height (in.): 2.5”  

Part #: SST2 
Fits: AR15 / M4 Style 
Stocks

Made Of: Rubber Coated 
Polymer
Weight (oz.): 2.3 
Width (in.): 2.625” 

Length (in.): 5.5”
Height (in.): 2.5”  

Part #: ACP 
Fits: AR15 Style buttstocks

Made Of: Polymer
Weight (oz.): 3.6 
Width (in.): 2.75” 

Length (in.): 4.5”
Height (in.): 2.5 - 3.5”  
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    This unique magazine provides the operator with a visual 
indicator showing the number of remaining rounds in the 
magazine.  The visual indicator has a colored background  
for easier viewing, 30 - 21 rounds have a green background, 
20 - 11 rounds have a yellow background and 10 - 0 rounds 
have a red background.  Operator can view the visual 
indicator without losing the sight picture. A second window 
on the bottom of the magazine allows the operator to 
instantly select a loaded magazine from the pouch.

    To make a 100% reliable polymer magazine, we start with 
a magazine body made from a high impact polymer strong 
enough to be run over by a truck and still function.  

The interior of the magazine body is formed 

with contours in the shape of the round to prevent 

jams and misfeeds.  Adding a non-tilting follower

and stainless steel spring produces a magazine 

you can count on for 100% reliability.  With the 

round counting windows showing you the remaining 

rounds at a glance, you now have a  superior design, 
executed flawlessly, resulting in your tactical 
advantage. 

Green KhakiBlack

Part #: CDMAG  
Fits: .223/5.56 AR15/M16
Length (in.): 2.875”
Width (in.): 1.25”

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (empty, oz.): 5.76
Height (in.): 7.5” 

High impact polymer 30 round .223 magazine.

Interior of magazine is perfectly formed to the 
shape of the round preventing jams & misfeeds.

Non-tilting follower.

Corrosion resistant stainless steel spring.

Color coded visual indicator on back of                  
magazine shows the number of 

                                                                                                                     

Second color coded visual indicator on bottom of 
magazine allows user to select fullest magazine.

Counting system does not interfere with  
disassembly or reduce capacity.

Color:

remaining rounds.

30-21 
Rounds

20-11 
Rounds

10-0 
Rounds

Background Color Changes
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Magazine

MAG / MAG3W
Polymer magazine provides flawless functionality.               
NEW - 3 Window model shows remaining rounds.

High impact polymer 30 round .223 magazine

Non-tilting follower

Corrosion resistant stainless steel spring.

100% reliability.

Lightweight and rustproof.

Color: Black Green Khaki

Part #: MAG3W - 3 Windows
Part #: MAG 
Fits: .223/5.56 

Weight (empty, oz.): 5.44
Made Of: Polymer

M16 MAGAZINE LOADER

ML556
Magazine loader for .223 cal / 5.56mm ammunition. 
Designed to easily load single magazines with speed and 
efficiency.

Lightweight and compact design

Thumb lever easily loads each round

Works with M16/AR15, Ruger Mini-14 and 
similar

Color: Black

ML556

Magazine dust cover

DC
Rubber magazine dust cover for AR15/M16.

Lightweight & compact design.

Works with M16/AR15, Ruger Mini 14, .223.

Packaged individually, pairs or 4 pack.

Color:

Part #: DC 
Fits: .223/5.56

Made Of: Rubber 
Weight (oz.): .32

Length (in.): 2.625” 
Height (in.): .75”
Width (in): 1.125”

DC

Black

M16 PICATINNY MAGAZINE HOLDER
MPS

AR15 / M16 magazine holder clamps onto any Picatinny rail allowing the 
operator to position a spare magazine for quick access, reducing reload 
time.

Ideal for use with our CBS collapsible stock or PRFCS.

No straps to contend with, MPS magazine holder retains mag firmly while 
allowing  removal with the touch of a finger on the ergonomic lever.

Fully ambidextrous design, accepts M16 / AR15 style magazines.

Able to be belt mounted using RC1 / RC2 belt clip.

High density polymer construction.

Color: Black Green Khaki

MPS MPS

MAgazine release 
extension

AKMR
Attaches to existing AK mag release for 1 finger 
magazine removal.

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): .64 

Part #: AKMR 
Fits: AK47/74 

Length (in.): 1.5” 
Height (in.): 1.375” 
Width (in.): 1.75”

Securely attaches to trigger guard & 

One finger magazine release.

Color: Black

AKMR

MAGAZINE COUPLER
MC16 / MC47 / MCD16
Magazine coupler doubles ammunition capacity 
and allows faster reloading.

Wide gap - makes it easy to reload.

Made of high density polymer - very light.

Will not scratch or deform magazines.

Screw tightened.

Color: Black Green Khaki

DC1#:  Single .223 Magazine Dust Cover
DC2#:  Two .223 Magazine Dust Covers
DC4#:  Four .223 Magazine Dust Covers

Part #: MC16   AR15/M16 Mag Coupler.
Part #: MC47  AK47 Mag Coupler.
Part #: MCD16 Coupler for M16/AR15                                                      

polymer magazine.

MCD16

Part #: MPS 
Fits: AR15 / M16

Made Of: Polymer
Weight (oz.): 2.1 
Width (in.): 1.5” 

Length (in.): 4”
Height (in.): 3”  

Expands ammunition capacity and saves precious reloading 
time by joining 2 magazines for the MP5 & UZI.

Part #: MC5
Fits: MP5/UZI 9mm

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 1.92 
Width (in.): 1.875” 

Length (in.): 2.75”
Height (in.): 2”  

Each magazine can be placed in a different height.

Wide gap - makes it easy for reloading.

Made of high density polymer & screw tightened.

Will not scratch or deform magazines.

Color: Black

Mp5 Magazine 
coupler
mc5

MC5

MC47

MC16

wraps around.

MAG3W

MAG

New Product
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Ergonomic cqb grip attaches 
to picatinny rail
Mgrip1

New captive thumbnut.

Two removable pressure switch mounting covers.

Securely attaches to any Picatinny rail.

Plugged cap provides waterproof battery storage.

Side rails assist in guiding magazine into well.

Color: Black Green Khaki

Part #: MGRIP1 
Fits: Picatinny Rail

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 2.56 

Length (in.): 3.5”
Height (in.): 3.5”  
Width (in.): 1.6”

MGRIP1 MGRIP1

2 piece design clamps around magazine well no 
Picatinny rail required.

Features finger grooves.

Removable pressure switch mounting cover.

Color:

Ergonomic cqb grip wraps 
around magazine well
Mgrip2

Part #: MGRIP2 
Fits: M16/AR15

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 2.88 

Length (in.): 4.375”
Height (in.): 2.5”
Width (in.):  1.5”

Black Green Khaki

MGRIP2

MGRIP2
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MGRIP MGRIP

Part #: MGRIP 
Fits: Picatinny Rail

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 3.52

Length (in.): 3.25”
Height (in.): 3.25”  
Width (in.): 1.6”

Curved design provides comfortable gripping surface.

Securely attaches to any Picatinny rail.

New captive thumbnut.

No tools necessary for installation or removal.

Color:

Curved CQB magazine 
grip
Mgrip

Black Green Khaki

Designed for CQB situations.  Grips proximity to the magazine well allows the operator to utilize a 
shorter arc of movement during room clearing operations.  Provides safety and reliability by reducing 
chance of a misfeed or jam caused by contact with the magazine.  Reduces the chance of operator 
injury due to a round failure in the AR15.  Provides a safe & comfortable method of firearm control 
under all conditions.  Provides more control during firing while reducing fatique.  NTOA approved.
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BVG

BVG

Attaches to rail utilizing a twist tightening design.

Waterproof storage for 3 CR123 batteries.

No tools required.

Color:

Quick detach, molded polymer vertical grip.

Forearm vertical grip with 
waterproof compartment

BVG

Part #: BVG
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 3.2

Black Green Khaki

Length (in.): 1.75”
Height (in.): 5.125”
Width (in.): 1.5”

Screw cap storage compartment underneath.

Quickly attaches/detaches from Picatinny  
rail with captive thumb nut screw.

Includes #PGS removable pressure switch mount.

No tools required.

Color:

Many features in one forearm grip.

Combat ergonomic 
forearm grip

CGRIP

Black Green Khaki

CGRIP

Part #: CGRIP
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 4

Length (in.): 2.375”
Height (in.): 5.875”
Width (in.): 2.25”

PGS
Part #: TVG
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 1.92 

Length (in.): 2”
Height (in.): 2.75”
Width (in.): 1.5”

Part #: TVG1
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 3.2 

Length (in.): 2”
Height (in.): 4.375”
Width (in.): 1.5”

Economical Polymer three finger and three + 1 finger 
forward grip.

THUNDER VERTICAL 
FORWARD GRIPS
TVG / TVG1

New contoured shape provides comfort.

Both grips offer a plugged storage compartment.

Compact and lightweight.

screw down clamp locking system for secure 
mounting to any Picatinny rail.

Color: Black 01

TVG1

TVG

tvg / tvg1

FLASHLIGHT GRIP ADAPTOR
FGA
Combines 1” light mount and vertical grip into one unit and accommodates 
push button end cap lights.  High Density Polymer. 

Thumb activated on/off push button incorporates                                               
an intermittent and constant on position. 

Side safety switch prevents inadvertent activation                                                   
of the light during covert activities.

Storage compartment with a screw cap base for small

 

Rubber pressure switch covers & inserts allow for customized pressure 

Small Picatinny rail is included; attaches to either side or bottom                    
of mount for the addition of a laser. 

Quickly attaches with thumbnuts.           

Color: Black Green Khaki

cleaning kit or extra batteries.

switch sizing.

Part #: FGA 
Fits: Picatinny Rail.

Made Of: Polymer
Weight (oz.):9 
Width (in.): 2” 

Length (in.): 5.5”
Height (in.): 5.625”  

FGA
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AVG

Black Green Khaki

Side push button, allows operator to switch  
between different grip positions.

Screw Tightening.

Color:

Molded polymer five position folding grip.

3 & 5 position folding 
forearm grip

FVG3 & FVG5

Part #: FVG3 / FVG5 
Fits: Picatinny Rail

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 4.16 

FVG5

FVG3

Length (in.): 4.5” Folded
Height (in.): 4.75” Fully Extended
Width (in.): 1.75”

Incorporates a storage compartment.

Compact, ultra-ergonomic design.

6 ring grooves for added control.

Color:

Polymer forward grip.

Polymer forward grip.

short forearm 
vertical grip

short forearm 
vertical grip

MVG

SVG

Part #: SVG
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 3.2

Part #: MVG
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 3.2

Length (in.): 2.125”
Height (in.): 4.125”
Width (in.): 1.75”

Length (in.): 2.125”
Height (in.): 4.125”
Width (in.): 1.75”

MVG

Incorporates a no tool screw cap                                   
storage compartment.

Rubberized front and back for comfortable  
non slip grip surface.

No tool required, captive thumb nut.

Removable pressure switch mounts.

Color: Black Green Khaki

Black Green Khaki

Provides a natural fighting stance.

Incorporates a no tool screw cap                                      
storage compartment.

Rubberized back for comfortable grip surface.

No tool required, captive thumbnut.

Checkering on finger groove side for added control.

Color:

Polymer forward grip.

ERGonomic forearm 
vertical grip

EVG
EVG

Black Green Khaki

Part #: EVG
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 3.84

Length (in.): 2.175”
Height (in.): 4.75”
Width (in.): 1.375”

FVG3 SVG

Polymer forward grip.

vertical ERGONOMIC 
grip
aVG

Part #: AVG
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 3.9

Length (in.): 3”
Height (in.): 4.75”
Width (in.): 1.375”

Secured storage compartment.

Compact, ultra-ergonomic design.

Screw attachment securely locks 

on rail.

Color: Black Green Khaki
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6 Position tube6 Position tube with adjustable 
recoil reduction

Shotgun STOCK SYSTEMS
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Shotgun pistol grip with or without 
picatinny sight mount
RGP870/MGP500/Ms500/Pg870 
The ultimate kit to replace the factory stock, pistol grip and 
more. Providing better accuracy, stability & comfort.

Part #: RGP870 / MGP500
Fits: Rem' 870 12 ga / Mossberg 500/590 12 ga

Number Of Rails: 1 

Part #: RS870 / MS500
Fits: Rem' 870 12 ga / Mossberg 500/590 12 ga

Number Of Rails: 0 

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 8 / 6.72

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 6.7 / 5.12

Length (in.): 6.9”/6.75”
Height (in.): 8.375”/7.875”
Width (in.): 1.5”/1.5” 

Length (in.): 2.5”/4”
Height (in.): 6”/5.5”
Width (in.): 1.5”/1.5” 

Replace factory buttstock with a pistol grip 
and Picatinny sight mount. 

Available for Remington 870 and Mossberg 
500 / 590 12 ga.

Color: Black Green Khaki

Remington 870 12 ga. Mossberg 500/590 12ga. 
Stock System

1. CHOOSE A PISTOL GRIP

2. CHOOSE A 6 POSITION STOCK TUBE
OR

3. CHOOSE A 6 POSITION STOCK TUBE WITH ADJUSTABLE RECOIL REDUCTION

Versatile, Interchangeable 
& Customizable

Adjustable Spring Loaded 
Recoil Reduction.

MS500
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4. ADD YOUR COLLAPSIBLE STOCK

5.  NOW YOU HAVE A STOCK SYSTEM FOR 
ALL SITUATIONS.
 Pistol grip for home defense or CQB situations.
 6 Position adjustable stock allows for adjust   
 able stock allows for adjustable length of pull,  
  accomodates all size users & body armor.

 Adjustable spring loaded recoil reduction tube  
         reduces recoil during extended 
 shooting / training sessions.
 Purchase only what you need.  Expand later.
          

Adjustable Length of Pull

CRGPT870#: Remington 870 with CBS collapsible stock, pistol grip with    
   Picatinny rail & 6 position tube.      
CPGT870#: Remington 870 with CBS collapsible stock, pistol grip without    
   Picatinny rail & 6 position tube. 
CMGPT500#: Mossberg 500 with CBS collapsible stock, pistol grip with    
   Picatinny rail & 6 position tube. 
CMST500#: Mossberg 500 with CBS collapsible stock, pistol grip without    
   Picatinny rail & 6 position tube. 
CRGPAT870#: Remington 870 with CBS collapsible stock, pistol grip with    
   Picatinny rail & 6 position tube with recoil reduction. 
CPGR870#: Remington 870 with CBS collapsible stock, pistol grip without    
   Picatinny rail & 6 position tube with recoil reduction. 
CMGPAT500#: Mossberg 500 with CBS collapsible stock, pistol grip with    
   Picatinny rail & 6 position tube with recoil reduction. 
CMSAT500#: Mossberg 500 with CBS collapsible stock, pistol grip without    
   Picatinny rail & 6 position tube with recoil reduction. 

COLLAPSIBLE STOCK WITH OR WITHOUT RECOIL REDUCTION 
+ PISTOL GRIP WITH OR WITHOUT PICATINNY SIGHT MOUNT.

Stock replaces factory buttstock with a pistol grip, Picatinny sight mount and CBS six position 
collapsible stock. Includes our popular CBS collapsible stock and uses the UPG pistol grip 
featuring interchangeable finger grooves and palm swell. 

         Includes 6 position CBS collapsible buttstock with optional recoil reduction.

         Available for Remington 870 and Mossberg 500.

         Color: Black Green Khaki

CRGPT870 / CPGT870 / CMGPT500 / CMST500
CRGPAT870 / CPGR870 / CMGPAT500 / CMSAT500

Polymer one piece forend for Remington    870 12 ga. 

Provides a rigid lightweight Picatinny platform.

Lower rail is ideal for mounting grips & other mounts. 

Two 2.25” mini side rails - ideal for mounting light/laser devices. 

Color: Black Green Khaki

3 picatinny forend 
rail system

RS870 / rs500

Part #: RS870 
Fits: Rem' 870 12ga
Number Of Rails: 3 

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 7.36 
Width Max (in.): 2.5” 

Length (in.): 8”
Height (in.): 2.5”  
Bottom Rail (in.): 5.375”

RS870

Part #: MR500 
Fits: Mossberg 500/590 12ga

Number Of Rails: 3 

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 6.08
Width (in.): 2.5” 

Length (in.): 8”
Height (in.): 2”  
Bottom Rail (in.): 6.5”

MR500



Part #: AG47
Fits: AK47/74 

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 3.5 

Length (in.): 2.5” 
Height (in.): 4.5” 
Width (in.): 1.25”

G16

UPGS

TARGET SHOOTING STAND

UPGS
Provides a solid platform for hand support during sustained target exercises. Flat surface helps 
stabilize and support rifle. Stand snaps into UPG style grips. 

Constructed of high density polymer

UPG grip sold separately

Color: Black Green Khaki

INTERCHANGEABLE PISTOL GRIP 
for m16 / AR15
UPG16
Six piece interchangeable pistol grip easily replaces standard grip, incorporating multiple 
finger groove and palm swell inserts (3 each), allowing the operator to customize their grip to 
fit all hand sizes for maximum comfort and control. 

UPG16#: Interchangeable Pistol Grip AR15/M16
 

Provides increased control during firing and reduces fatigue.

Finger grooves, palm swell and contoured backstrap allow for an 
increased powerful grip.

Easily interchangeable front and rear rubberized grip inserts mount 
securely in place minimizing risk of slippage when wet.

Capped storage for small items or an optional cleaning kit.

Color: Black Green Khaki

UPG15

UPG15

AG47

INTERCHANGEABLE PISTOL GRIP 
for ak47
UPG47
Six piece interchangeable pistol grip easily replaces standard grip, incorporating multiple 
finger groove and palm swell inserts (3 each), allowing the operator to customize their grip to 
fit all hand sizes for maximum comfort and control. 

Provides increased control during firing and reduces fatigue and 
slippage when wet.

Changeable finger grooves and palm swell allow for an increased 
powerful grip

Capped storage for small items

Color: Black Green Khaki

AG47
Tactical pistol grip for AK47. Replaces the original grip in moments

ergonomic pistol grip

Storage compartment with snap cap.

Increased comfort & weapon performance.

Provides more control during firing while  
reducing fatigue.

Finger grooves & palm swell allow for  
powerful grip.

Color: Black Green Khaki

Part #: G16
Fits: M16/AR15 

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 4 
Width (in.): 1.375”

Length (in.): 2.5” 
Height (in.): 4.5” 

Tactical pistol grip for AR15/M16. Replaces the original grip in moments

ergonomic pistol grip
G16

Storage compartment with snap cap.

Increased comfort & weapon performance.

Provides more control & surface areaduring firing 
while reducing fatigue & slippage when wet.

Beavertail finger grooves & palm swell  
allow for powerful grip.

Color: Black Green Khaki

UPGS#: Target shooting stand  for UPG style grips.

UPG47#: AK47 Interchangeable Pistol Grip.

Part #: UPG16
Fits: AR15/M16

Made Of: Polymer/
Rubber 
Weight (oz.): 3.7 

Length (in.): 2.25” 
Height (in.): 4.5” 
Width (in.): 1.375”

Part #: UPG47
Fits: AK47

Made Of: Polymer/
Rubber 
Weight (oz.): 3.7 

Length (in.): 2.25” 
Height (in.): 4.25” 
Width (in.): 1.375”

pISTOL gRIPS
215.949.9944 / www.ematactical.com
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Strong lightweight design made from stainless steel and polymer is 
super rugged.

No external springs. The whole mechanism is encased to prevent  
dirt and sand infiltration.

Legs can be attached / detached with two swift movements to 
change out leg lengths on rocky terrain.

Legs can be folded forward and backwards.

Concave base mount cradles the weapon providing a lower center 
of gravity & includes a 3” Picatinny rail to attach a forward grip or 
other accessories.

Comfortable rubber covers on legs provides a non-slip grip.

BPO now has leg fins for quicker leg positioning.

Each leg operates separately and independently.

Now with quick release push button leg extension with push button 
guard.

Now with rubber serrated feet for use on smooth surfaces.

Leg length #NBP 8-12”  #NBPS 6-8”

Color: 

Versatile bipod, mounts onto a Picatinny rail. Ideal for snipers, 
sharp shooters and other missions.

Part #: NBP / NBPS (BPO/BPOS)        
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer / Stainless Steel     
Weight (oz.): 17.6 / 15.04
Width: 4.25”

Length: 8”-12”/6”-8”
Overall Length (retracted): 10.5”/8.25”
Height: 2”    

Black

Leg length #SBP 8-12”, #SBPS 6-8”.

Color:

Side rail mounting provides an even lower center of 
gravity and a wider stance resulting in even greater  
stability with all of the same features of bottom rail 
mounting bipod.

Black

Leg length 
locks in up to 
5 positions.

Legs easily detach.

Legs easily detach.

NBPS          NBP

 (6-8”)          (8-12”)  

Leg locks
at 0°

Leg locks
at 180°

Leg locks
at 90° Leg can be

removed at
135°

Short & long legs can both be used 
together on rocky terrain.

Part #: SBP / SBPS (BSR/BSRS)      
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer / Stainless Steel     
Weight (oz.): 17.6 / 15.04
Width: 1.5”

Length: 8”-12”/6”-8”
Overall Length (retracted):10.5”/8.25”
Height: 1.5”    
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Convert the Picatinny rail to a sling swivel stud, 
such as Harris pods style demands.

Quick detach push button.

The mount is made of polymer,  
stud made of hardened steel.

Color:

Universal equipment 
mount

uem

Part #: UEM 
Fits: Picatinny Rails

Made Of: Polymer/Steel
Weight (oz.): 1 

Length (in.): 2.5”
Height (in.): .5”  
Width (in.): .5”

Black

UEM

Folding flip up
front sight

FFS
The front sight features an adjustable cen-
ter post for elevation surrounded by  
two guide posts to assist in focusing the  
operator’s eye to the target.

No tool needed for elevation adjustment.

Elevation adjustable from firing position.

Super low profile sights are manufactured from 
polymer and aluminum to reduce weight.

Spring loaded push button to raise the sights. 

The push button can be ambidextrously accessed.

The rugged flip up mechanism is designed to ensure 
constant battery action and repeat zero. 

Secure mounting to any Picatinny Rail with square

Color: Black

Part #: FFS 
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer/Steel
Weight (oz.): Under 1oz. 
Length Closed On Rail (in.): 2.125”

Height Opened (in.): 1.25”
Height Closed (in.): .5”  
Width (in.): 1.6”

folding flip up 
rear sight

FRS

Part #: FRS 
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer/Steel
Weight (oz.): Under 1oz. 
Length Closed On Rail (in.): 2.125”

Height Opened (in.): 1.25”
Height Closed (in.): .5”  
Width (in.): 1.6”

The rear sight features three opera-
tor selectable apertures, including the 
standard military A2 style double peep 
aperture with leaf sight aperture, all are 
adjustable for windage. 

Super low profile sights are manufactured from 
polymer and aluminum to reduce weight.

Spring loaded push button to raise the sights. 

The push button can be ambidextrously accessed.

The rugged flip up mechanism is designed to ensure 
constant battery action and repeat zero. 

Secure mounting to any Picatinny Rail with square 
center lug which eliminates any movement.

The large aperture is designed to be used for CQB 
and low light conditions, the small aperture for 
longer range target acquisition. 

Color: Black

FFS FRS

New Product

New Product
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Repeatable zero.

Very slim offset design keeps accessories  
close to the weapon.

Seperate locking screws for each accessory.

Allows rear thumb on/off operating  
or remote switch.

Tightens with captive nut.  
Uses flathead screw or wrench.

Color:

Repeatable zero.

Very slim offset design keeps accessories  
close to the weapon.

Can be mounted to the weapon in many  
positions: left/right/top/bottom.

Allows rear thumb on/off operating  
or remote switch.

Tightens with captive nut.  
Uses flathead screw or wrench.

Color:

One-unit mount, attaches both .75” laser  
& 1” flashlight to your weapon.

Strong aluminum mount for laser/flashlight.

Dual aluminum
picatinny mount

Aluminum Picatinny 
mount

AL134 AL1/al34

Black Black

Part #: AL134
Fits: Picatinny rail

Part #: AL1/AL34
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 2.24 / 1.9 
Diameter (in.): 1” OR .75”

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 3.5 
Diameter (in.): .75” & 1”

AL134

AL1

Low profile offset 
.75in light & laser mounts

Low profile offset 1in 
light mount

pls34 pls1

Part #: PLS1 (Screw Tightened)
              PLS1Q (Quick Release)
Fits: Picatinny rail

Made Of: Polymer
Weight (oz.): .96
Length (in.): 1.75” 

Made Of: Polymer
Weight (oz.): 1.6
Width (in.): 2.25” 

Diameter (in.): .75”
Height (in.): 2.25”
Width (in.): 1.375”

Diameter (in.): 1”
Length (in.): 1.75”
Height (in.): 2.5”

.75” low profile, 2 models quick release  
mount or screw tightened.

New, offset mounting position.

Light/laser mounts on the side of the Picatinny rail  
which brings the switch closer to the operator’s thumb.

Color:

1” low profile, 2 models quick release mount  
or screw tightened.

New, offset mounting position.

Light/laser mounts on the side of the Picatinny rail  
which brings the switch closer to the operator’s thumb.

Color:
Black Green Khaki

Black Green Khaki

PLS1Q

PLS1

Incorporates a built-in cavity for remote pressure switch wiring.

Smooth flat bottom for use on supporting surfaces

Screw tightened. Securely holds 1”-1.08” light.

Color:

Specially designed forearm grip for steady and fast shooting.

horizontal foregrip with 
flashlight adaptor

ofek1

Black Green Khaki

Part #: OFEK1 
Fits: Picatinny rails and 1” & 
1.05” lights

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 4.16 

Length (in.): 4.1”
Height (in.): 2.25” 
Width (in.): 1.85” 

Available in 2 diameters: #PL1 - .75”, #PL2 - 1”.

Slides and locks securely on rail using dual  
spring loaded finger release rail locks.

Secure C clamp tightens around light or laser.

Color:

Picatinny flashlight laser 
adaptor

PL1/PL2

Black Green Khaki

Part #: PL1/PL2
Fits: Picatinny rail 

Quick release flashlight/laser mount.

OFEK1

PL1

PL2

Height (in.): 1.8”
Length (in.): 1.9”
Width (in.): 1.3” 
Weight (oz.): .96
Inner Diameter (in.): .75”

Height (in.): 2.25”
Length (in.): 1.9”
Width (in.): 1.7” 
Weight (oz.): 1.28
Inner Diameter (in.): 1”

Made Of: Polymer 

Part #: PLS34 (Screw Tightened)
              PLS34Q (Quick Release)
Fits: Picatinny rail

Length (in.): 1.25”
Height (in.): 2.75” / 2.375”  
Width (in.): 1.2” / 1.9”

Length (in.): 2.5”
Height (in.): 1.25”  
Width (in.): 3.25”

PLS34Q
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AR15 Front sight mounted 
light kit.

TGK1

Black Green Khaki

Part #: TGK1       Fits: AR15/M16 w/ A Style Front Sight Made Of: Polymer     

Front sight Picatinny 1” light mount kit.

Includes TPR15X front sight mount, PL2  
light mount, Surefire® G2 and batteries.

Color:

AR15 Front sight mounted
laser kit

TGK2

Black Green Khaki

Part #: TGK2     Fits: AR15/M16 w/ A Style Front Sight         Made Of: Polymer/Aluminum     Weight (oz.): 8.64

Front sight Picatinny laser mount kit. 

Includes X3 front sight mount with 
forward barrel rail, Red laser, PL1 
laser mount and batteries.

Color:

Set of 2

Color:

Aluminum Tactical 
scope rings
TA1/ta30

Part #: TA1 (1”), TA30 (30mm)               Fits: Picatinny rail Made Of: Aluminum              Weight (oz.): 4.3 

1” or 30mm aluminum Tactical Scope Rings weighing in at only  
4.3 ounces. Rings provide a rugged mounting platform for  
your scope. CNC machined from aluminum.

TGK1
TGK2

Affordable Imports _lIGhT, lAseR & scoPe moUnTs

TA1 
Height (in.): 1.7”
Width (in.): 2.5” 
Diameter (in.): 1”

TA30
Height (in.): 2.5”
Width (in.): 2.5” 
Diameter (in.): 30mm

Aluminum picatinny scope 
rings
CSr1/CSr3

Part #: CSR1/CSR3  Part #: DVSR  Made Of: Aluminum      Weight (oz.): .96 Made Of: Aluminum      Fits: Picatinny Rail Fits: Picatinny Rail

CSR3

CSR1

CSR1 1” ring features 3 mini rails on  
top and sides of ring.

Option to add laser and light.

Can also be used as 1” light mount.

Rings have see through opening to 
enable use of iron sights.

Color: Black

Scope ring set with integral base for Picatinny rail.  
Fits scopes with 1” - 1.18” diameter. Center height  
measures 1.82”. Aluminum mount can be installed/ 
removed in seconds. Thumbnut tightened.

DUAL VARIABLE
SCOPE RINGS
DVSR

Color: Black

DVSR

Made In China

Black
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Made In China & Taiwan

G2 Pressure switch

PS8G2

#PS8G2 - 8” for Surefire G2 (2nd Gen. switch in cap)

Pressure switches for Surefire G2 and similar. Easily  
attach to vertical grip or handguard with Velcro. Available 
in multiple lengths and styles to fit operators needs.   

Compact weapon light with integrated aiming laser, pressure switch & batteries.

Tactical red laser and light

TLL

Part #: TLL 
Fits: Picatinny Rails

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 4.16 

Central rotary mode switch with five positions:

Spring loaded slide locks for instant mounting.

150 lumens flashlight.

Class IIIA laser, <5mw laser power output.

650nm laser wavelength.

Powered by a two CR123 batteries (included).

Laser adjustable for windage and elevation. 

Color:

TLL

TLL

Length (in.): 3.6”
Height (in.): 2.125” 
Width (in.): 2” 

Black

 Super Bright Red Laser contains a 650 nm-laser diode  
 with a 500-yd range. Uses optional PL34 laser mount.

 6.25” Pressure switch.  Powered by 1 CR123 Battery.

Red dot laser
LAS

Part #: LAS 
Fits: .75” Mounts

Made Of: Aluminum Casing
Weight (oz.): 1.6 

Length (in.): 2.8
Height (in.): .8”  

LAS

Green laser features a 532nm laser module to provide a brilliant green 
laser beam. This extended temperature operating range laser is easily 
adjusted for zero with both windage and elevation screws. The green 
laser comes with a click on/off 12”pressure switch. 

Tactical Green laser
TGL

Part #: TGL
Fits: 1” Rings

Made Of: Aluminum Casing 
Weight (oz.): 5.4 

Length (in.): 4.9”
Height (in.): 1.1”  

Class IIIA laser, <5mw laser power output, 532 laser wavelength.

Laser Dot Size: 12mm/10m.

Powered by one CR123 battery.

Length: 4.45”, weight: 0.3 lbs.

1” diameter.

Color:

TGL

Black

Affordable Imports _lIGhT & lAseRs

Pressure 
Switch

Off, light, light and laser, laser.
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PBSS

Center pivoting 
Sling Mount

CPs

Part #: CPS 
Fits: Picatinny Rail

Made Of: Aluminum
Weight (oz.): 0.96 

Length (in.): 0.56”
Height (in.): 1.25” 
Width (in.): 1.6”

Lightweight and strong.

Screw tightened.

Captive nut uses flathead  
screw driver or wrench. 

Accommodates sling webbing up to 1.25”

Color: Black

Push button sling 
swivel sling mount

OPSMP

Color: Black

SPs

Length (in.): 0.56”
Height (in.): .75” 
Width (in.): 1.6”

Part #: SPS 
Fits: Picatinny Rail

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 0.64 

Side pivoting sling mount.

Uses PBSS sling swivel (not included).

Captive nut uses flathead  
screw driver or wrench.

Color: Black

Quick Release Rotating  
sling mount

Push button 
sling swivel

PBSS

Part #: PBSS 
Fits: Sling Mount

Made Of: Steel
Weight (oz.): 0.64

Color: Black

Push button design for quick detachment. 
1.625” rugged all blued steel sling swivel. 
Sturdy 0.2” thick steel ring. 

Accepts slings up to 1.6” without binding.

Accommodates one point slings using a 
push button sling swivel. No tube disas-
sembly; simply remove collapsible butt-
stock, slide over tube, position properly 
and secure. Easy and fast installation. 
CNC machined from aluminum with 
matte black finish. PBSS not included.

CPS

SPS

OPSMP

OPSM

One point sling 
mount

OPSM

Part #: OPSM 
Fits: M16/AR15/Carbine

Made Of: Aluminum
Weight (oz.): 0.64

Color: Black

One point sling mount for single mounting 
point snap clips or conventional sling up 
to 1.25” webbing. No tube disassembly; 
simply remove collapsible buttstock, slide 
over tube, position properly and secure. 
Easy and fast installation. CNC machined 
from aluminum with matte black finish.

Length (in.): 0.625”
Height (in.): 2.125” 
Width (in.): 2.25”

Length (in.): 2”
Height (in.): 0.6” 
Width (in.): 1.375”

Part #: OPSMP 
Fits: M16/AR15/Carbine

Made Of: Aluminum
Weight (oz.): 0.64

Length (in.): 0.625”
Height (in.): 2” 
Width (in.): 1.375”

Made In China

SPS+PBSS#:            SPS Sling mount + PBSS (Push Button Sling Swivel)

OPSMP+PBSS#:            OPSM Sling mount + PBSS (Push Button Sling Swivel)

PBSS



Concealment pouches / molle slings
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SPS

Covert 
CONCEALMENT POUCH

Single Point Molle 
Mounting sling

5006

mol1

Part #: 5006 

Part #: MOL1 

Made Of: Nylon
Weight (oz.): 11.2 

Made Of: Nylon

Length (in.): 7.5”
Height (in.): 11” 

Fits: MOLLE

Great for jogging or traveling. Features a detachable sturdy polyethyl-
ene backplate with a neoprene slot to securely hold your handgun.

Ambidextrous quick pull-tab for fast handgun access.

Three zippered front pockets hold accompanying items.

Constructed of 500 denier Cordura.

Fits up to 4” revolvers and medium/large semi-autos.

Adjustable 2” nylon strap with side buckle fits waists up to 49”.

Color:

Color:

Black Blue

 Adjustable for length and uses the ITW M.A.S.H hook for easy, secure 
one handed  attachment to the weapon. Elastic bungee core.

Black Green Khaki

Part #: MOL2 Made Of: Nylon Fits: MOLLE

Color: Black Green Khaki

Two point molle 
mounting sling

MOL2
Two point mounting sling. Adjustable for length and 
uses the ITW M.A.S. H hook for easy, secure one hand-
ed  attachment to the weapon. Elastic bungee core.

MOL2

MOL1

Securely holds handgun and two magazines  
in a heavy duty 3” neoprene strap.

Quick pull-tab for fast access to handgun. 

Velcro front flap reveals zippered storage  
compartments for small items and cell phone.

1.5” detachable carry strap adjusts to 56”.

Color:

Covert concealment
shoulder bag holster

5009

Part #: 5009 Made Of: Nylon                Weight (oz.): 13.76 

Covert shoulder bag is a 9” x 7.25” concealment holster bag that hangs 
casually from the shoulder. Constructed of 500 denier Cordura.

Black Blue
5009

5006

Part #: 5012 Made Of: Nylon 
Weight (oz.): 15 

Length (in.): 11.5”
Height (in.): 8” 

Ideal for storing more than your firearm, the Covert II measures 8” 
x 11.5”. Easy access to contents without exposing your handgun. 
Handgun is hidden behind the main compartment in a concealed 
pocket. Constructed of 500 denier Cordura.

Covert II
CONCEALMENT POUCH

5012

Ambidextrous quick pull tabs allows instant access to handgun.

Velcro front flap has storage for two magazines and one  
tactical knife pouch.

Fits full size revolvers / large semi-autos Ambidextrous Velcro 
holster with 3” neoprene strap Side release buckle fits up to 
54” waists.

Color: Black Blue

5012

Part #: SAS Made Of: Nylon Fits: MOLLE

Color: Black Green Khaki

Safety Strap
SAS
Mounts rifle to MOLLE vest. Prevents unwanted 
weapon movement while running or during other 
activity. Quick release. Elastic Bungee core.

Black Green Khaki

Shoulder pad 
sling

SAW SLing

Part #: SAW Made Of: Nylon                     Overall Length (in.): 57” - 75” 
Weight (oz): 10.6
 

Color:

Shoulder pad distributes weight 
over a larger area for extra comfort 
when carrying heavy weapons.  
The 4” wide 1” thick & 33” long 
padding is protected in a cordura 
outer covering with a mesh lining for 
wicking moisture on the underside.  
2” wide nylon webbing.  Equipped 
with heavy duty metal safety hooks.

SAS

SAW
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slings / pouches / vests
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Ideal for close quarters combat, allowing easy movement when 
operating inside tight spaces. Maintains its structure for easy 
donning. OPS1 has upgraded tubular webbing with fully  
enclosed bungee portion, providing for increased durability.

4 triple AR15 mag pouches, 8 standard single pistol mag pouches

5 additional pouches for compass, grenades, etc.

Hydration system carrier with straps (hydration system not included)

1 large sized back carry pouch with one internal pouch for a  
radio system (8.5” x 9.5” x 4.5”)

Full length Velcro front closure plus 3 side release straps 

1 rope/parachute flare pouch on back, 1 helmet holder.

Fully Padded (removable), lightweight at 4.21 lbs.

Colors: Black Green Khaki

Combatant vest
TV7711

Part #: TV7711 Made Of: Cordura

Combatant Vest is constructed from MIL-SPEC Cordura and designed 
to easily carry heavy loads and a hydration system, enabling fast and 
easy access to vest contents. Battle tested and under official use by 
the IDF (Israel Defense Forces).  

One Point Sling

Two Point Sling

OPS/ops1

6003

Part #: OPS/OPS1
Fits: Sling Mount

Part #: TPS 
Fits: AR15 Carbines
TPSR Fits:  AR15 Rifles

Made Of: Nylon 
Weight (oz.): 4.8 

Made Of: Nylon 
Weight (oz.): 4.48 

OPS Max Loop (in.): 60”
OPS1 Max Loop (in.): 70”  

Max Loop (in.): 62”

Part #: 6003 
Fits: Sling Mount

Made Of: Nylon 
Weight (oz.): 4.16 

Length Max (in.): 60”

Black Green Khaki

Strong metal carabineer for easy attachment

Sling easily snaps onto many mounting locations 

Fully adjustable sling fits all body sizes

Quick release side buckle, constructed from 1.5” nylon web

High density bungi cord and carabineer are colored black

Color:

Three Point 
Sling
TPS / TPSR
Proven three point design for carbine style M16/AR15. Sling wraps 
around handguard, Velcro secured, and attaches to collapsible stock or 
rifle stock. 

Quick release buckle detaches sling from operator instantly, 
and also allows for easy donning with body armor.

Fully adjustable and totally ambidextrous.

Constructed from 1.5” ballistic nylon.

Color: Black Green Khaki

The ideal two point sling for tactical weapons

Small integral pouch on sling for storage.

Quick adjustment sling with polymer hooks 
for silent movement. Paracord included.

Side release buckle for quick conversion 
from patrol mode to engagement mode.

Color Black Green Khaki

TV7711

OPS/OPS1

6003

TPS (sling)

Part #: MPC           Fits: AR15 30 Round Magazines Made Of: Nylon         Weight (oz.): 2 

Drain hole allows moisture and debris to escape.

Constructed of heavy duty nylon.

MOLLE and ALICE compatible.

Color: Khaki

MOLLE Magazine 
pouch

MPC
Magazine pouch capable of 
holding up to three 30 round 
M16/AR15 style magazines or 
two coupled magazines. Velcro 
and front mounted side release 
buckle keep magazines stored 
securely (Velcro can be disabled 
for silent use). 

MPC

Made in China



203 / 37mm / dragonov 
p90 / fal / h&k g3 / shotgun
1-866-611-9576 / www.commandarms.com

Black

3 rail adaptor for 
40mm & 37mm tubes
XGL203/gla37

Part #: XGL203, GLA37 
Fits: M203/37mm Tubes

Made Of: Aluminum
Weight (oz.): 4.93 

Length (in.): 2.59”
Height (in.): 2.59”
Width (in.): 3”

Designed for the M203 40mm tubes and less lethal 
37mm tubes launchers. CNC machined aluminum. 

MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rail.

Adaptor allows mounting of light / laser, forward  
vertical grip, bipod and more.

Easy to fit / remove and secured by Allen bolts.

Color:

XGL203

GLA37

Part #: G3TUBE ( G3SA) 
Fits: H&K G3

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 10.75 

Length (in.): 8.85”
Height (in.): 1.16”  

BlackColor:

G3 Stock adaptor

G3TUBE
H&K G3 stock adaptor easily installs and accepts  
AR15 collapsible stocks. 

G3TUBE

FALC

BlackColor:

Fal polymer cheek
piece

FALC

Part #: FALC 
Fits: FAL

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 4.16 

Cheek piece for FAL provides 
comfortable cheek weld. Allows 
quicker target acquisition and 
easier sight alignment. Easily 
tightens onto tubular stock with 
Allen head screws. Does not 
include Tubular Stock. 

Length (in.): 5.375”
Height (in.): 2.75”
Width (in.): 1.25”

p90 front sight 
rails
TPR16

Part #: TPR16 
Fits: P90

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 2.96 

CNC Machine from aviation grade aluminum.

Color:

Aluminum front sight mounted rail 
securely attaches to FN P90 front 
sight. Provides two rails for laser and 
light equipment to be mounted.  
GUNSMITHING REQUIRED. 

TPR16

Length (in.): 2.16”
Height (in.): 1.25”
Width (in.): 1.88”

Black
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RS870

butt stock adaptor, pistol 
grip & 6 position tube

Rs870
Can be used with any AR15 stock including our CBS. Go from 
practical to tactical in minutes.

Accepts any AR15 collapsible stock.

Fits Remington 870 12 ga. and similar shotguns.

Finger grooves & palm swell on pistol grip provide strong grip.

Aluminum stock adaptor & aluminum 6 position tube.

Color: Black

Part #: RS870
Fits: 870 12ga.

Made Of: Aluminum & Polymer 
Weight (oz.): 7.4

Length (in.): 7.95” 
Height (in.): 6.86”  
Width (in.): 2.63”

dragonov picatinny 
rail Scope mount

xdrg
Add a Picatinny rail to your Dragonov.  Mounts to existing Dragonov side 
mount.

XDRG

5 3/4” Picatinny rail.

Aluminum made.  6.4 ounces

Strong, lightweight design.

Spring loaded locking lever.

Color: Black Green Khaki



knives / Gloves / belt clip rails
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360º rotation. Locks in 17 positions.

Allows handsfree flashlight use while patrol, questioning, reading 
maps & documents. 

Recommended for use with our flashlight/laser mounts (#PL) the 
magazine pouch (#MA16) or the shell holder (#SSM) as pictured . 

2 Belt sizes available, 2”(#RCB1), 2.25”(RCB2). 

Color:

Attaches any Picatinny rail accessory to your belt.

Black

Linton Machete

rotating picatinny rail 
belt clip

L9007

RCB1/rcB2

Part #: L9007 Made Of: Polymer, Nylon & Steel
Weight (oz): 20.9

Part #: RCB1 - 2”, RCB2 - 2.25” 
Fits: Belts

Made Of: Polymer 
Weight (oz.): .96 

Length (in.): 1.5”
Height (in.): 2.25”  
Width (in.): .875”

12.75” fixed blade machete with 18” overall length,  
suitable for various outdoor activities. 

Black titanium coated blade manufactured  
from high quality carbon steel. 

Para Cord wound handle provides a better grip. 

Nylon belt strap, sheath with snap  
closures and leg cord.

RCB1

L9007

9.5” fixed blade seal / tactical knife with 14.5” overall 
length, suitable for demanding activities. 

Black titanium coated blade manufactured from high 
quality carbon steel. 

Para Cord wound handle provides a better grip. 

Nylon Belt strap with snap clip. Sheath  
with leg tie and small storage pouch. 

Linton seal/tactical 
knife
L9008

Part #: L9008 Made Of: Polymer, Nylon & Steel 
Weight (oz): 12.8

L9008

7” fixed blade hunting / tactical knife with 12.5” overall 
length, suitable for various outdoor activities. 

Blade is silver titanium coated and manufactured  
from high quality carbon steel. 

Para Cord wound handle provides a better grip. 

Nylon belt sheath with leg tie and small  
storage pouch with snap clip.

Linton hunting/tactical 
knife
L91011

Part #: L91011 Made Of: Polymer, Nylon & Steel 
Weight (oz): 13.9

L91011

Affordable Imports _TAcTIcAl AccessoRIes Made In Taiwan

PL2+RCBSSM+RCB

STRYKER ASSAULT GLOVES    
BRG / BLG
Superior hand protection for thermal, cut, impact and abrasion 
resistance. Lightweight Kevlar blend top, sleeve and inner lin-
ing for thermal cut and abrasion protection. Leather covered, 
injection-molded hard knuckle protector for impact and abra-
sion resistance. Palm, fingertips and cuff have a dual leather 
layer for increased strength. Nylon loop on wrist allows easy 
donning and attachment to gear. Trigger finger can be folded 
back to expose finger.  Available in L & XL.  

BRG#:  Brown Tactical Glove
BLG#:  Brown Tactical Glove

BrownColor:



glock / pistol / uzi accessories
1-866-611-9576 / www.commandarms.com
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Solution to safe training practice, instruction, 
display and gun storage. Securely blocks 
barrel and prevents live round from being 
chambered. Bright and visible colors.  
Sizes fit Pistols 9mm, and .223mm  
& .762mm rifle barrels.

9mm, .223mm, .762mm  
barrel plugs

Safe-t-stix

Part #: TS9, TS223, TS762 
TS9MP5

Made Of: Polymer 
& other models.

Fits: 9mm, .223, .762, 
9mm MP5

Transforms Uzi Pistol (BLMUZ2) or Uzi / Mini 
Uzi  (BLMUZ1) bayonet lug into a Picatinny rail 
mount, allowing the addition of light and laser 
mounts. Easy to fit and remove, secured by 
Allen head screw. CNC machined from  
aviation grade aluminum.

#TMUZA1 - Uzi Pistol Bayonet Lug Mount   #TUZA1 - Uzi / Mini Uzi Bayonet Lug Mount

Sold in bulk or packs of 10 - Call for details.

Black

uzi bayonet lug mounted rail

BLMUZ1/BLMUZ2

Part #: BLMUZ1, BLMUZ2
Fits: Uzi

Made Of: Aluminum 
Weight (oz.): 1.26 / 1 

Length (in.): 2” / 1.75” 
Height (in.): .8” /.7”  

Color:

BLMUZ2

SAFE-T-STIX

BLMUZ1

Black

Under barrel Rails

HANdgun Rails

Made Of: Aluminum       Weight (oz.): 1.4       Length (in.): 3.26”       Height (in.): 1.25“-1.7”

Color:

Handgun rail quickly adds a Picatinny rail to 
the under barrel of a handgun. Easily clamps 
onto the trigger guard area providing a stable 
platform for mounting a light / laser. CNC 
machined from aviation grade aluminum.

SIGA1

FNA1

#1911A1 - Colt 1911 Styles
#BERA1 - Beretta 92F
#FNA1 - Browning Hi Power  
               Mark II / III

#GLKA1 - Glock 17, 19, 26
#SIGA1 - Sig Sauer 226, 228, 229

New & Improved 
pistol carry cord

PCC

Part #: PCC 
Fits: Pistols/flashlights

Made Of: Plastic/Nylon 
Weight (oz.): 2.24 

Length Max (in.): 38”

1.5” wide Velcro strap accommodates up 
to 2.5” duty belts.

3/16” thick retracting coiled cable 
extends up to 38”.

Cable ends are shrink wrapped resulting in 
no exposed ends.

Secures most pistols or flashlights with a 
lanyard opening.

Heavy duty construction.

Color: Black

PCC

Made in China

1911A1

GLKA1

BERA1

New Product




